Each New Year inspires us to set our goals a little higher and try to achieve the best for that year.

Each year we have set goals to keep this beautiful organization of Daughters of the Nile alive and well with new members. Just thinking about the New Year makes me think that if every one of our members could sponsor just one person how fast our membership would grow in this coming year.

How do we succeed in life!!! Yes, we set goals to achieve what we want to succeed in!! We make plans and share with others to help in this mission, by having a tea, luncheon, sponsoring a trip and bring a friend that is eligible to join. We create excitement along with interest. Remember our Tinder Box to learning along with the great DVD “Who are Daughters of the Nile,” that we can share with others and tells our story.

So this New Year is the start of a challenge to each of us. We all need to challenge ourselves to achieve what we have set forth in our goals for the New Year. When each of us look or think about those Firework’s on New Year’s Eve just remember our Fire it up campaign to success.

Remember it only takes a spark to get a fire going and soon all those around will warm up to its glowing. That’s how it is with Nile Love, once you’ve experienced it you want to pass it on.

We wish for you our friends the happiness that we’ve found. You can depend on us it matters not where you’re bound. We’ll shout it from the Mountain Top we want the world to know.

That NILE is Love, it’s come to us we want to pass it on.

Happy New Year and light that spark and pass it on!!